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Good-bv Davis; hello Mr. Hollywood

By Alex Waaner

Managing Editor
Perspectives Editor

California's political circus
ends with fireworks and a
new Hollywood ring-leader,
On Oct. 7, 56 percent of California voters opted to oust
governor-elect, Gray Davis,
and replace him with movie
star, Arnold Schwarzenneger.
"I think it's an abuse of
democracy!" Pacific senior,
Jennifer Fredette lamented.
Presented with a com
pletely different ballot than
the one Californians voted
on just one year before, vot
ers sifted through the names
ot
of 135
tab candidates to replace

the governor in the re
call election.
What started as a pe
tition blossomed into
a complex and tumultuous campaign that
challenged the state s
political system and
voters' staying power
as they experienced
one bump after an
other. Just last month,
a California court ruled
to postpone the Oct. 7
election until all of the
state's districts could
replace the out-dated
punch card devices
infamous for their
in the 2000 Presiden
tial election debacle in
Florida.
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While many Pacific
students admitted they
didn't make it out to the
polls, many believed
the recall election to
have encouraged them
to stay informed about
the state's politics.
"I don't like Gray
Davis, but I feel de
mocracy can't work if
.tuu every gover&
we recall
nor," said Pacifc junior,
Valerie Seimas. She
voted by absentee bal
lot in the election.
While feeling some
what different about
the recall, Pacific se
nior, David Wunch,
also voted in the elec<5™-, "It's time for a

change. Davis, needs to go."
Whatever" their stance on
the recall, many Pacific stu
dents had the unique oppor
tunity to say they personally
knew a gubernatorial candidate, as Pacific junior, Bryan
Quinn was among the 135
names on the Oct. 7th ballot.
While most are relieved
that this political bonanza is
finally over, there is no telling how successful Governor
Schwarzenneger will be at
handling the state's $38 bil
lion budget deficit.
"I feel (Schwarzenegger) is
our best option. I think he'll
be more honest than Davis,"
Pacific senior, Abby Patter
son said.

-

Ito speaks at luncheon

By Jemilvn Ancheto

Co-News Editor
Friday Oct. 3, Sharon Ito
graced Pacific's presence at
the Heritage Society & Schol
arship Luncheon as a treat to
those students who attended
the luncheon. Many would
know her as a news anchor
for Channel 10; here at Pa
cific we know and welcome
her as a successful, returning
alumni. Being that she was
a former Pacific scholarship
recipient, it made her the
perfect candidate to speak
on her Pacific experience
and how these types of
aids helped her financially
through her years at Pacific.
As a 1982 graduate, Ito is
still proud to be an alumnae
from Pacific. " I have learned
valuable lessons here at Pa
cific," said Ito.
She learned to be patient
and tolerant while living in

Grace Covell, and like many
students, she learned to be
independent by having a job
on campus to help pay for
her tuition. "I could not have
done it without financial
aid and scholarships," said
Sharon.
She spoke on how life as a
Pacific student began with a
small interest in debate. She
then joined the debate team,
which she only participated
in for one semester. Yet with
in that semester, she found
a passion and a love for ra
dio and television through
working at the school radio
station, known back then as
KUOP.
She dedicated her time to
KUOP and even held fund
raisers to gain money for the
station. "We had people walk
in a pool of cold jello to raise
money," said Sharon.
She emphasized the fact
that even the smallest in

dividual contributions to
Pacific are so important. She
placed her contributions to
the school radio station and
encourages others to give
back to the University. "After
hearing about her dedication,
I was encouraged to want to
make the school radio station
better. This is where I plan to
give my contributions to the
school," said junior, Jesus
Hernandez.
"Experiences at Pacific
prepared me to be where I
am today. It is not the me
chanics of communication
that I learned from Pacific,
I
it is the lessons I learned that
bock to speak for a scholarship
I remember," said Sharon. SHARON ITO Class of '82 comes
Overall, the relaion of her luncheon
experience at Pacific opened Pacific and that their support aid and scholarships many
the eyes of many students, doesn't stop, it keeps going students could not achieve
giving them encouragement and going," said Kristen their dreams in becoming
and making them feel pride Marshall, a Bishop Scholar successful in their majors
Clearly, Ito has shown that
that they attend Pacific.
recipient.
"It is inspirational to see
with dip hpln of financial every little bit helps.
thp alumni eiving back to

Get organized, plan ahead and prioritize
still excited about your class tionist tendencies, fear of times, look at it, and write of chapters for Oct.
By Ellen J. Lin. Ph.D
es, still keeping up with your taiiiftg, emotional blocks, in it everyday! It only takes term." And, so forth Health and Welt-being schoolwork, getting plenty of and [whining & wishing that 5 minutes a day to get orga
Be realistic with ^
Columnist
sleep, and still devoting time you did not have to put in nized, but it can take hours plans, both in terms of

You blinked and it is
already midterms,
just
when you are getting used
to your class schedule and
the rhythm of your routine?
Where did the time go? Before you know it, you are
only getting three to four
hours of sleep, sometimes
ever! less! Then, you can not
stay awake in class and you
do not have time to see your
family members.
Many of us start the se
mester with enthusiasm.
We intend to stay on top of
our reading, our homework,
and we join student organi
zations and volunteer in the.
community. We fully intend
to have time for friends and
family whenever possible.
Now in this seventh week
of school, hopefully you are

for social and community
activities. Others of you may
be saying, "NOT!"
Developing and perfecting
time management skills are
critical to your success as a
college I student. We know
you have the intellectual abflity tosucceed, becuse you are
here at Pacific. ;
'
The difference between
su&ess and failure Is often a
Student's abiHty to organize
and manage
mantm* time and to!
Us set
priorities. Here Ire some
guidelines to help you man
age, your time5so that you
have time for school and for
fun.
That dirty word, "Pro
crastination." Most of us
are very good at procrastina
tion. You may.procrastinate:
Tor various reasons: Perfec-

the effort to get results. To of scrambling;if you're not
overcome the dirty "P":
planful.

Get organized
Get a planned block out
°.f >;our rcKu!ar class and
,vork bme and any other
regular meehngs you jrp,altend'
a
to
in
,anner
'
J™* P
.For y.amPle' tylude
I*#? Ca"S yOU need l°
return , remind yourself to
start your research. at the
librar. etc; If^aWonderful
sense of accomplishment J
when we can check offthings?
that we have completed ort
that to-do list!
And by the way, for those
of you who do own a plan
ner already, it only works if
you keep it with you at all
a"

Plan ahead
Determine when the big
projects) are
due and tynte; these ,n your
planner. Break the big tasks
into smaller tasks, and work
backwards from the due date
and write new due dates
for the smaller tasks. Many
times, we procrastinate because the big project is too
overwhelming and we don't
know where to start.
For example, if you have
a midterm on Oct. 30, go
to Oct. 15 and block out
time to study: "Create outline of chapter 1 for Oct. 30
midterm." The perhaps on
Oct. 19, write "outline rest

|fks (njdtermtv

you should start a F
and the time it will re
Generally, try to allov\
self more time than you
you need to accomp
task.

oritize
______
Think about you r
term goals. Is it to ho
nized as a community
in the nonprofit sector
to enter into a top-10 re
institute for gradua te
tc ss
which means vou neoverall B+ GPA*
you would rather ci
significant time to crc
maintain a heali!
s
instead of fo&sfn.y'
specific GPA. Whalevi- ~
_
—.

See TIPS Page

First Asia Day at Pacific educates students

By Wilson Leung
Staff Writer

"With this great opportu
nity that the University has
The first Asia Day at Pacific received, we were able to
took place this past Wednes implement [Asia Day]," said
day in the McCaffrey Center, Ruiz-Huston.
When walking around
where there were Tai Chi
south
campus, you would
and Aikido demonstrations,
never
think
that the Asian
in addition to various Asian
population
here
at Pacific
foods and performances by
was
a
minority.
But you
different cultural organiza
would
be
surprised
to find
tions.
out
that
the
Asians
make
up
"The idea [of Asia Day]
the
largest
ethnic
minority
at
is to make the community
Pacific,
at
about
30
percent.
aware of all the different
Nationally, the numbers
Asian cultures...not just one
are
also surprising. In an arti
specific group, but to bring
cle
by
Denis M. Taerea of the
the overall community to
Oct/Nov
2002 issue of Asian
gether and also to educate
Pacific
American
News and
the overall campus commu
Review,
Asians
represent
4.5
nity and students of all our
of
the
national
population.
In
different groups," said Ines
California,
Asians
represent
Ruiz-Huston, Director of the
Community
Involvement 11.4 of the population, in
Program and Multicultural cluding almost 220,000 in the
Sacramento / Stockton area.
Affairs.
"Given today's society
Pacific recently received
overall,
the Asian commu
a $370,000 foundation grant
nity
is
still
a minority, even
to promote Asian studies.

though the numbers are not
that huge. People would like
to say, 'no, Asians are not a
minority' but in actuality if
you look at the overall soci
ety of the United States, 'yes,'
Asians are still a minority,"
said Ruiz-Huston.
The definition of what
it means to be "Asian" is
controversial, because "the
group is all one lump sum
with so many different cul
tures and backgrounds; it is
hard to say," said Ruiz-Hus
ton. "I am frustrated because
people want to assume, or
want to label, or want to
group the Asian community,
but you really can't because
do you realize how big the
Asian community is?"
The influence of Asian
populations is ever growing.
"Lots of different groups are
everywhere and it is chang
ing day by day via immi
gration issues, country situ

ations, and the stability of
different communities."
However, many conflicts
still exist. There are differ
ent cultural communication
styles because, "[some Asian
groups] don't understand the
system and no one is willing
to work with the community
to help challenge those bar
riers that have been set up,"
said Ruiz-Huston. "We do
not see enough of the Asian
community in higher posi
tions. Even though it is as
sumed that Asians typically
excel in education, they are
still discriminated against
with their civil rights."
Despite the lingering ef
fects of discrimination, most
Asian groups work toward
advancement. "One of the
goals of Asia day is to show
people to be proud of who
they are and that they can
still be successful while
maintaining their culture,"

Ruiz-Huston said.
Sue Yang, senior a:
cific, recently participate
the 18th annual Miss A
America
Pageant
where she was crowned
third princess. The pas^
"showcase[s] young A
America women in a F
quality production that
best represent their culr
beauty, intelligence and
ent," according to the \
Asian American
pacr
Web site.
Yang is proud to repres
her Hmong nationality
at Pacific. Her succes
the pageant represents
Hmong people are an irr
tant part of the Asian gx
"I feel proud to reprt
my nationality. I arr
happy and actually e\,
about Asia day. I told a
my friends and familv."
Yang.
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hg-term goals, create some
brt-term goals as well. As
Ited above, to get into a
L-notch grad school, you
111 need to obtain a good
|A. Thus, that should be
; of your short-term goals.
Ceeping these goals in
nd, create a to-do list for
th day that gets you closer
these goals. Now, incorpole your A, B, & Cs:
Put an "A" next to items
Jit are important to do
lit day, "B" next to items
It are important but do
necessarily need to be
npleted that day, and "C"
J those items that are unimIrtant and unnecessary for
pt day.
Vs you accomplish each
Jority, you'll gain a sense
accomplishment, which
111 provide motivation to
lercome the procrastination
I your next small task.

Avoid overload
Block out time to rest, re
lax, sleep, eat, exercise, and
socialize.
Although your
main priority on campus is
probably your schoolwork,
everyone needs breaks dur
ing the day.
These relaxation times are
also needed if you're pro
crastinating because you're
tired and "fed up." Learn
to block out time to get away
from your studies and enjoy
activities that will rejuvenate
you when you get back to
your studies.
These could range from
5-minute breaks to 2-hour
breaks. And learn to say
"No" to friends and family
members when you are over
loaded!

Be flexible
Remember, things will
happen no matter how much

you pl|PT You may catch a
bad flu, your partner rela
tionship may break up, and/
or you may have a death in
the family. Life happens!
These things could throw
off your schedule. Readjust
your priorities and ask for
help! No leader got to the
top on her/his own!
Some perspective: If you
know that you only have
$10,080 in the bank for this
week, and you need to spend
it all or else the leftover
amount won't carry over to
the next week, wouldn't you
try to use that money wisely
and use ALL of it? Well, you
have 10,080 minutes in one
week. Plan carefully and use
wisely!
For more tips and guidance,
make an appointment with a
counselor in Counseling Ser
vices at 946-2225.
*Lin is a staff psychologist at
the Cowell Health Center.

September 21-27, 2003 prepared by Officer John Alfred

Thefts
When

What
Wallet, credit cards, SS

llsen Hall-Physics

Playerd come out at midnight

Photograph by Elizabeth Carranza

BUY YOUR MESH (TRUCKER) HAT-Hats are being sold for $8 to
raise money for philanthropy.

By Golden Vansant

Public Safety Report
/here

Midnight

pc

9/24

Computer

Lot #12

9/26

"B" parking permit

iouthwest Hall

9/27

Wallet

"ri Delta

9/27

Purple 21 speed bike

Vandalism
'acific House

9/24

Broken car window

Irace Covell

9/27

"EXIT" sign

'esse Ballantyne

9/27

Basement window

Miscellaneous
vlcCaflfrey Center

9/21

Student observed a subject
expose themself

Wood Memorial Bridge

9/22

Bicycle stolen and returned to
owner

Department of Public Safety

9/26

North Service Road

9/27

Red wallet found and returned
to owner
Non student arrested for drunk
driving

Copy Editor

Looking for a fun activ
ity to do next Friday night?
Mark your calendar for
Kappa Alpha Theta and
the Athletic Department's
"Midnight Mania" basket
ball tournament and exhi
bition on Friday, Oct. 17.
Beginning at 8 p.m.,
there will be a "3-on-3"
basketball
tournament
held in the Main Gym.
Then at 10:00, the festivi
ties will be moved to the
: Alex G. Spanos Center for
| the championship games.
All tournament entrants
will receive a sport bottle
upon registration, and the
winning teams will receive
prizes. The teams must be
signed up and all entry fees
must be turned in to Theta
by Tuesday, Oct. 14. Vice
President Public Relations
for Theta, Claire De La Rosa
said, "This is the first time
we are holding this event,
and we are hoping that it
will be a big success."
A booth will be set up in
the McCaffrey Center to
day, Monday, and Tuesday,
during lunchtime, as well
as at the Elbert Covell din
ing hall during dinner.
Teams may have up to
five members for the tour
nament, and the entrance
fee is $25. Mesh "trucker"
hats and raffle tickets are
being sold to raise money,
and all proceeds will be

donated directly to CASA
(Court Appointed Special
Advocates). This organiza
tion trains and equips vol
unteer advocates to help
children who are caught in
the court system.
The second half
the event will be hosb
bv Pacific's men's ai
?n s
and th< Athletic
ment ii the A.C
tu„ „
Center,
include
prizes rcluc ling gift
ectronics
cates,
and monetary prizes, an I
exhibition from the cheer
squad and the dance team,
as well as a three-point
shot and slam dunk con
test. Myree Bowden of the
men's basketball team said,
"Midnight Mania is going
to be an exciting night for
all Pacific students, and the
more support we have, the
better."
This event is being held
to kick-off the basketball
season, since the teams can
officially begin practicing
on the following day. This
will be a great time to come
out and support Pacific's
athletic teams and to show
off some skills of your own.
Look out though, Bowden
challenged, "I think I have
the dunk contest in the
bag." Any takers?
Whether you come for
the tournament, the exhi
bition, or both, you can be
sure of a great time.

w w w.thepacific
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Time to make a difference
The Pacifican
For three years now,
Stockton has been involved
in the national "Make a Dif
ference Day." A day that
is dedicated to volunteer
work and helping out the
community. This year the
event is taking place on
Oct. 25. The event is sched
uled to begin at 8 and ev
erybody that is participat
ing will gather up at Weber
Point for the kick-off with
Mayor Gary Podesto.
Once the kick-off is
over, all the participants
will work on several proj
ects around the Stockton
community. Some of the
projects that will be tak
ing place are: fire CERT
training, Charter Way
Beautification, storm drain
painting, various parks

and recreation projects,
planting the seed of hope,
AmeriCorps Swearing-in,
and Boy Scout's canned
food drive.
This event gives people
the opportunities to meet
new people, work with
others, and make a differ
ence in our community.
Last year the event was a
huge success, thanks to ev
erybody who participated.
There is still enough time
to sign up and volunteer for
this event.
If
you
are
inter
ested you can log on to
www.stocktongov.com
were you can find detailed
descriptions about the proj
ects being offered and more
information on the actual
event. Or you can also con
tact Renee Johnston at (209)
937-8097.

www.stoc kto n gov.com

Photograph by fclizabeth

csrror

DONT BE A VICTIM- Freshman, Sountha Key downloads the latest anti-virus programs.
Necki Goble
computing is to never use a computer program.

Student Technology
Coordinator

Ever wonder why your net
work connection is slow?
Or why your computer is
not responding as fast as it
usually does? Have you had
your connection shut down
or your internet connection
suddenly stop working?
COULD you have a virus?
Pacific's network has
been severely impacted by
students connecting infected
computers.
In the past
several weeks, Network
Engineering Services has
deactivated ports connected
to virus riddled computers
to prevent harm to Pacific's
network. One scan of an
unprotected computer took
hours and found over 300
viruses, trojans and worms.
What should you do (or
not do) if your network
connection suddenly stops
working? Three things:
1) Do not plug your
computer into a different
port! Virus infected comput
ers will be barred from the
network by physical ad
dress.
2) Contact
Student
Technology Services (STS)
at 932-7111 immediately, so
your machine can be scanned
for viruses. Leave a message
if it is after hours.
3) Work with STS to get
your computer protected!
The important key to safe

software from an unknown
source, but keep in mind that
your computer can be in
fected without you having to
do anything. Hackers often
use viruses, Trojan Horses
and Worms to deliver harm
ful software to unwary users'
computers. Here are a few
definitions:
Viruses
A virus is a small piece of
software that piggybacks on
real programs. For example,
a virus might attach itself to
a program such as a spread
sheet program. Each time the
spreadsheet program runs,
the virus runs, too, and it has
the chance to reproduce (by
attaching to other programs)
or wreak havoc.
E-mail viruses
An e-mail virus moves
around in e-mail messages,
and usually replicates itself
by automatically mailing
itself to dozens of people in
the victim's e-mail address
book.
Worms
A worm is a small piece of
software that uses computer
networks and security holes
to replicate itself. A copy of
the worm scans the network
for another machine that has
a specific security hole. It
copies itself to the new ma
chine using the security hole,
and then starts replicating
from there, as well.
Trojan horses
A Trojan horse is simply

program claims to do (
thing (it may claim to b
game) but instead does da
age when you run it (it m
erase your hard disk ). Tro
horses have no way to iei
cate automatically.
Parasites
Another known prob
'Parasites' which are
ited commercial softw
plications installed on
computer, usually
your knowledge - or cons
Parasites work through
browser, assault you
unwanted advertising,
on your web surfing ha
compromise your sy
security and stabili
even alter the conten
links that you see
pages.
It is your responsib
keep your computer safe
virus free. If you don't h
anti-virus software, you
download McAfee's v
scan from Mypacific.
important to update v
anti-virus definition (
files) and completely s
your computer at least c
a week. This scan shouk
done in addition to scanr
files as you access them
you have any questionhow to do this please
932-7111.
*Goble is a student tec:
ogy coordinator and techu
support specialist.
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#1 MASCOT HANNAH - Delta Gammas
give it their all during their lip sing perfor
mance, winning first place.

> - The Pacific band had <
during Homecoming.

-

THE RIGHT STUFF - Pikes dance their heart out
to the New Kids on the Block.
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Crumbling institution
When marriagefa Lb society deteriorated
need is women being stoned
for adultery, while men get
away with it. But adultery
is too destructive to allow for
it to go unpunished. It rips
to shreds so many marriages
that could have survived if
the spouse had looked inside
their marriage to fix the prob
lem, instead of outside.
I do not want a re
turn to old style marriages. I

am a real feminist. I believe
in equal, 50-50 relationships.
But I also believe in unity.
The very essence of marriage
is two becoming one.
Fixing marriage starts
earlier though.
The real
issue is when people get
married. Now, it is popular
to move the age up, for the
sake of maturity. I believe
this is foolish, and I believe
our modern divorce rates
are partially dependent on
people getting married later
on.
I believe that we must in
stead, get our children to be
mature earlier. This is pos
sible, if one looks at the past.
Physical development has
been occurring at the same or
at an earlier time than before,
when people commonly got
married between the ages of
14-18. Often there was only
a small window of time be
tween sexual development
and marriage. Now we are
expecting people to wait
until they are married to
embrace their sexuality and
continually pushing this date
back.
The "good" age to get
married is 28. But let's say
we even drop it down to 24,
a couple years out of college.
That is still around ten years
of being able to explore one's

sexuality, and resisting the
temptations of lust. People
crumble. They have sex.
This is true especially in this
society, which puts a pre
mium on youth and manu
factured ideas of physical at
traction. Premarital sex has a
negative impact on marriage
and reduces the value of it.
It increases the number of
teenage pregnancies, single
mothers and abortions.
Many times people look
back with nostalgia on their
first love. This is probably
because this is the only time
they were not too jaded to
give their whole heart and
soul. The pattern of dat
ing and getting your heart
broken closes people down
more and more. Yet, we con
tinue to push back the time at
which one can get married.
How can we fix this?
The solution would kill
two stones with one bird.
It would also combat the
miseducation of the youth.
I would change college and
high school curriculums and
make the programs, threeyear programs. The high
school program would pre
pare students both intellec
tually and encourage them
to be the best people they
can be. The college program
would prepare the student
for their career and remove
the need for graduate school
among non-academics.
People would then be 20
when they had the ability to
provide for themselves and
possibly a spouse. Now I
am not suggesting that ev
eryone get married at 20, or
even most people. I think it
is essential to wait for genu
ine love, but once it is there,
I think it would beneficial
to join together in marriage
sooner, rather than later. A
Harvard Law Professor de
scribes the value of genuine
love in saying, "Love is just
such a crucial, wonderful
thing, and if you are lucky
enough to find somebody
who genuinely loves you,
See INSTITUTION Page 8

By Tara Cuslidae
Staff Writer

Is it
dinner
time?
Good!

Webs^

According to a recent decision by an appeals court, they
you anytime!

T
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Letters

the editor
to

A thoughtful perspective"

Suzanne Vvbornev

escaping out into the world,
Instead, I would say the
| What sort of circumstanc- majority of abortions are pershould a child be raised formed on the grounds that
ji? I'm confident that most at least one of the fundamenLould agree that an environ- tal aspects to a healthy upjient in which every child bringing are missing, namely
_ wanted, loved, and sup- those of emotional support,
lorted both financially and financial support, and matunotionally by two parents rity. As Mattie Brinkerhoffn,
> ideal. However, we do not an early feminist said, "when
let live in such a Utopia and a woman destroys the life
Tius we must realistically ad- of her unborn child, it is an
Iress the problems created evidence that either by edu
ly unanticipated pregnan- cation or circumstances she
lies. The ethics and morality has been greatly wronged."
If abortion are still tirelessly (http://www.rightgrrl.com/
[ebated and yet there does wquotes.html)
Having
lot appear to be any one read some of the sad stories
|lear-cut answer.
behind abortions, whether
To the author of "Dehu- or not you agree with the
nanizing theories," you practice, the burden of the
Iring up some valid obser decision weighs heaviest on
vations on the delicate and the mother. It is something
|omplex issue of abortion. wrong
—
in society, not in
vv
lowever, the crux of your women, when ignorance and
irgument rests on a disanal- negligence let abortion even
Igy-the mistaken parallel become an issue.
While I shall not attempt
letween the "similar," fun
to
codify what should be
damental beliefs underlyslavery and abortion, considered "life," I will venthough for the sake of argu ture to say that the author
ment, we could consider both of "Dehumanizing theories"
understood
ts dehumanizing theories, misunderstood
alternate
he fact remains that they are explanations of what constifounded on completely dif- tutes a human baby. When
lerent principles. Aside from scientists state that the start|he economic benefit that the ing point of a human being
vealthy received from it, is when it can live outside
slavery was rooted in racism: the womb, I assume they
the idea that a certain race, meant that the child no Ionfeuch as the African American ger depends on the womb in
pace was inferior and subhu- order to live. This does not
tian-in fact, onlyj 3/5ths of a mean however, that the child
person. Today, the majority no longer depends on the
pf the rational world has re- mother or father.
alized the error of this grave
Only by erroneous elimi
falsehood and understands nation of this valid definition
fche human rights violations is Christianson able to con
hat have been committed in clude that conception must
_ when life starts. Though
|the name of this ridiculous be
and disgusting theory.
that may definitely be the
In contrast, abortion is not case, it is not the only posrooted in any such ideas of sibility.
racism or eugenics. I doubt
Moving onto Christiananyone who has had an abor- son's comparison of modern
Ition would say that it was for feminists and pro-choice
the purpose of cleansing the activists to slave owners and
human species or of prevent Nazis, it seems he may have
ing any "inferior" genes from listened a little too closely
,

xiivvtxi

to a quote by Pat Robertson
who said that feminism "is a
socialist, anti-family, political
movement that encourages
women to leave their hus
bands, kill their children,
practice witchcraft, destroy
capitalism and become les
bians.'
Though there are many ar
guments out there against the
controversial Sanger, founder
of Planned Parenthood, the
majority of these arguments
come from anti-planning,
anti-abortion,
anti-choice
groups, who wish to further
their own agenda. Aside
from detracting from the le
gitimacy of their complaints
against Sanger, there appear
to be just as many people in
fho
support of Sanger. As the
Margaret Sanger Papers Prop
ect at New York University
authors assert Sanger was
u

C

C

.
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"Misquoted"

lends more credibility to an
author and his/her argunrent. Along these lines it
might be best to leave t e
focus off Charles Darwin m
this matter, as much of his
more famous material was
not exactly concerned with
"the fall of man" or the exis
tence of evil in the world. It
is no wonder his ideas sound
inconsistent when taken out
of context and applied to an
entirely different subject. The
same could be done for the
Bible with some rather inter
esting results:

By Barrett Balvanz

I remember when my seventh grade English teacher
grilled into my head the
importance of not overusing
quotes and making sure to
quote only relevant material
to the topic at hand. An even
worse misuse of language
comes to us in the form of
a logical fallacy whereupon
one attempts to explain
something in terms of itself.
More specifically an ar
ticle, "The fall of man and
his free will," by a Ms. Brink
in the last issue of The Paci"So they made their father
fican is a classic example of
drink
wine that night also;
the above abuses. Tempting
and
the
younger arose, and
as it is to use quotes from
lay
with
him;
and he did not
the Bible it would be nice
know
when
she
lay down or
, to see quotes from some
Thus both
^
sophy
on
when
she
arose.
Thu:
nQtewor
philo
^
guch ag Dayid
the daughters of Lot were
Humg o'r John ffick
who of_
with child ^
by their ^
father."
cQntrasti

takes on the

KT0t 3
I T A b I bJt existence of evil in the world
Nazis included her Looks ag well ag ossible reasons
among the many burned in for
^
Tgt
natural
1933 (http://www.nyu.edu/ I involvement.
projects/Sanger/sanger-hit- I
pquapy important to writler_equation.htm).
7 t(/have a
int
x am
Furthermore, it is compe- ^ d
moved that somer a es tbat
,
,
tently argued that many ot
of I ^
is
tbere
Sanger's quotes such as, "We I ^
^ worjd^ as j am rea_
do not want word to go out I gonabj gure tbat tbere are a
that we want to exterminate few
Qther
le that
the Negro population, have
^
however not
been taken out of context I everyone will agree on the
and also that many of her
definition of evil. An exami
more controversial quotes nation of how differences in
have mistakenly been attrib- opinion can lead to conflict
uted to her. However, as the
or perhaps an argument for
Planned Parenthood website
God's apparent absenteeism
succinctly states, "Attempts
in times of hardship might
to discredit the family plan
be appropriate.
ning movement because its
Arguing for the other
early 20th-century founder
side is a useful tool and
[Sanger] was not a perfect
often lends credibility to
model of early 21st-century
the writer, but only if used
values is like disavowing the
correctly. Clearly represent
Declaration of Independence ing the opposing side and
because its author, Thomas stating the argument as if it
Jefferson, bought and sold
is one's own and describing
slaves." (http:/ /www.plan
relevance to the debate at
nedparenthood.org / about /
hand, before systematically
thisispp / sanger.html)
refuting it and pointing to
After equating eugenevidence as to why it is false
and one's own side is true,
See PERSPECTIVE Page 8

One might also find that
refraining from the use of
blanket and highly ques
tionable statements, such as
"Biblical truths," would do a
great deal for boosting one's
credibility and making for a
worthwhile argument. Furthermore, when discussing
philosophical questions a bit
of research into philosophical history is a must. For
example, one might find that
the Bible, like all philosophy,
is simply many people's take
on a question. As in the fol
lowing quote from Robin
Williams:

and then you
realize that god
gave man a pe
nis and a brain
and only enough
blood to run one
at a time. ^
Professional
Devil's Advocate
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Powerful positive

Bv Paioe Elisho

handrail on stairs, walking
single file on narrow paths,
and giving the uphill hiker
the right of way. These are
all simple things but would
you say that, today, they are
all that common?
Does it matter if people
use "please" and "thank
you?" Are they just a few
little words stuck on the
end of sentences to make
us appear to be polite or
friendly? Should we give up
the facade, and forget them
entirely?
Absolutely not.
Those simple words make a
large difference.
Doesn't it start your day
off right when someone
holds the door for you on
your way to class? I get a
positive feeling from oth
ers when they use common
courtesy towards me that I
know I will pass onto others.
Hopefully, the positive feel
ing will continue to diffuse.
No matter the case, a posi
tive action or word here and
there is certainly better than
a negative one. I feel a little
twinge every time someone
acts discourteously and a
door slam in my face.
The reason for the discrep
ancy is clear. Perhaps it is not
simple human nature to add
on the superfluous. We get
things done, period. We are
lazy, we are in a hurry, we are

unaware.
However, when hiking
in Yosemite recently, I was
struck by the enormous
amount of courtesy that fel
low hikers were showing
each other. Not only did they
say good morning or hello,
and step aside to allow room
for others on the trail, but
they would sing out words
of encouragement, prompt
ing people up the hill.
Perhaps it was the envi
ronment, perhaps it was the
nature of the people who
were out in the wilderness
that day. No matter what the
reason for the way people be
haved, it was wonderful and
they did it with ease.
Our society will be only
what we work to make it.
Courtesy will only continue
if we consciously choose
to make it a priority. I am
working minute-by-minute
to improve the way I treat
those around me. I ask only
this of others: listen to what
you say to others, notice
how they ask things of you.
Could something be done
to make things just that one
degree more positive? Why
not do it? Why not encour
age others to do it? Today,
tomorrow and years from
now, we will be glad that we
didn't let those few words
slip away.

that one needs.
The media and psycholo
grab that person and hold on gists do not believe the mar
to that person and nothing riage I described is a good
else matters."
one. They believe that one
What could marriage
person should not fulfill all
be? It could be a relationship
of one's needs. The media
that delivers all of the com
lacks hope and idealism,
panionship that one needs.
and it denies the legitimacy
It can be stable, permanent,
of genuine love. Overall,
and enrich every minute of
their suggestions prepare a
one's life. It could be the
person for the possibility of
sole and ultimate forum for
a divorce or betrayal of the
sexual expression, the per
promises that each spouse
fect manifestation of human
will treat the other as best as
love. It can help each spouse
they can. This is a self-fulfill
to be virtuous and reject sin,
ing prophecy, because once
and to work to proliferate
one tries to become indepen
goodness through charitable
dent and creates a superficial
labor. Finally it could allow
identity, the marriage will be
a person to attempt uncon
wounded.
ditional love, to love as God
Genuine love is when you
loves. One can attempt to
want to spend all of your
lose their self-interest and
time with your spouse, you
rise above their human frail
want to be together forever,
ties. Marriage could give all

and you see your spouse in
a special way and their wellbeing takes precedence over
your own. If all four of these
are not there, the love is not
complete, and not worthy of
marriage.
If they are there, get mar
ried, hold nothing back, and
ignore everyone's opinion
on what marriage should
be. You do not need separate
interests, separate friends,
separate anything.
None
of that brings joy, nor does
it strengthen a relationship.
All you truly need is unity
and love.
If each person accepted
this, marriage would be more
enriching and powerful than
ever, and our society would
be the greatest in the history
of the world.

Staff Writer

I have started to demand
many things of people.
Straight through the day, I
demand one thing after an
other. In the morning, at the
breakfast table, I order that
someone pass me the salt.
During the day, I command a
classmate to pass me a copy
of our professor's handout,
and even late into the night,
I demand that they give me a
taste of their Ben and Jerry's
or turn down the volume on
the TV. I make all of these
demands, because somehow
over the course of recent
years, I have lost a few small
but important words from
my vocabulary that would
allow me to make polite re
quests.
My mother would be dis
appointed, my grandmother
would be shocked but no one
else has seemed to notice—
they are all doing the same
thing.
Our society has forgot
ten the words "please" and
"thank you".
Somehow
those words, along with
other forms of seemingly
obsolete common courtesy,
have passed out of daily vo
cabulary.
Holding open a door for
someone, allowing others the
INSTITUTION from Page 6

PERSPECTIVE from Page 7

ics, the concept that the
human species could be
improved through control
in hereditary factors and
mate selection, to abortion,
Christianson again irratio
nally concludes that since
slave owners wanted suc
cess and money the easy
way, that modern feminists,
what with their "selfish"
desires to be treated equally,
are just as lazy and unscru
pulous. Aside from being
a glaring example of why
women's rights are neces
sary now more than ever,
Christianson sets feminism
back that many decades by
tying it to Nazism. In his
statement "the unborn do
not even get to be assaulted,
they get nothing..." he dem
onstrates the lack of a link
between the two. More
over, by declaring abortion
to be even worse than the
Holocaust,
Christianson
inexcusably devalues the
significance of an atrocity
like the Holocaust. Obvi
ously, Christianson has not
read Night by Elie Wiesel,
a Nobel Peace laureate and
a survivor of various Nazi
concentration camps. The
statement also ineptly im
plies that if we truly wanted
to be humane, we would at
least wait until the children
are born and up and around
walking before we start to
abuse them.
Obviously,
that would not be humane.
Furthermore, as a dis
credit to his own gender,
Christianson
severely
downplays the important
role and responsibility of
men in contraception and
having a family in his
statement, "Women could
use family planning..."
What happened to the re
sponsibility of men in this
situation? Why is it that, as
Managing Editor Alexandra
Wagner astutely pointed
out, Viagra was added to
employee medical coverage
before contraception? In a
nation where erectile func
tion is more important than
making sure that unwanted
pregnancies do not occur, it
becomes even more appar
ent that sexual education
and contraception aware-

ness are essential t°
families.
Lastly, I would
address the author of "t
humanizing theones
saying that while > ° t
rightly identify the
W
clarity in finding
^
the situation of choo = \
not choosing abortion is
which will never haP P&,
you. It is not a decision
will ever personally hav;
make.
Perhaps you would
more sympathetic
plight of someone coh;
ing abortion and less lit
to label them as "vile
"selfish" if you
Icrrev,
loved one facing th a:
lemma. Though you
to decide female
a
ception and adopt!c
the "easy" alternati v
abortion, consider trr that contraception d> ---•
al ways work and tha: a;
tion can be just a s e n :
ally and physically dra:
on a mother.
Abortion is a d e c
whose situation I w o n I
wish upon anyone,
ideal world, abortion v %
be a non-issue fc>oc
every pregnancy a n d :
would be p l a n n e d f o r
wanted. However, u n r :
ideal world arrives, I a
cate women's control
their reproductive
and their right to choos
themselves what h a p p e
their bodies and their 1
In an age where we
Americans, act like the
posed guardians o f d e c
racy and freedom of cr
we should practice wh
preach and give wome
equality and autonom
are entitled to as humar
ings. I am sure that no
would deny the beau
giving birth and the sa:
of creating life and so,
truly value life the wa
say we do, we will see
pursue a national p e r five and education v
the only children proci
are wanted ones so
children are given not
the gift of existence, bu
beautiful gift of a f u l l ,
life.
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By Poioe Elisho
Staff Writer

your way to class? IT get a
positive feeling from oth
ers when they use common
/-lacc?

(Tpf

a

, have started to demand

The foal art of claoo

Straight through the day 1
demand one thing after another. In the morning, at the
breakfast table, I order that
someone pass me the salt.
During the day, I command a
classmate to pass me a copy
of our professor's handout,
and even late into the night,
? demlnd that they give me k
taste of their Ben and Jerry's
or turn down the volume on
the TV. I make all of these
demands, because somehow
over the course of recent
years, I have lost a few small
but important words from
my vocabulary that would
allow me to make requests.
My mother would be dis

Generation Y has no con simply outrageous.
Class is about carrying
cept of class. Generation X
yourself
in a manner that's
has lost it. The old have for
appropriate
to the circum
gotten it, the middle-aged
stance:
observing
situations, and being responsible for
I are too busy for it, and the
thinking
before
talking,
and all your decisions.
I voung don't care.
Class is a game, like
Class is as extinct as the analyzing the situation be
making
a guy work for it
fore
acting.
Being
moody,
I dinosaurs or Jose Canseco's
or
a
girl
deserve it. Class is
raising
one's
voice,
being
|baseball career.
• Class is as different from loud to draw attention to about holding yourself ac
countable for your actions.
I etiquette and manners, as one's self isn't class.
Without class we become
Class is the individual
IRush Limbaugh is from
I black quarterbacks. Class style every human being a pagan society, a bunch of
lis having common sense should have, based on one's scavengers, scrounging for
1 about being human-com- 'hood' and the things that pennies in gutters...oops,
I mon sense, now that is an- have influenced a person. too late.
Class is sharing cookies
Even though being an indi
j other article topic.
II Class has died; its death vidual is now mainstream (you all want some cookies
nas affected us and we don't and the cool thing to do. or something) and smelling
|even know it. We forget that "Look everybody Billy peed nature, appreciating the
I class is about simple things. his pants, peeing your pants atoms in front of us and
knowing the molecules be
|Many things have affected iskooool."
Class is! knowledge and hind us.
class: feminism, music, and
Class is freedom, and the
I society have all played roles educated thought; class is
knowing and understanding freedom of speech. Class
in destroying class.
Class is opening doors art in all things, especially is about knowing the first
for a woman. It is not burp music and movies. A classy amendment, the right to
ing, farting, or picking your dude understands the poetry bear arms.
Class is taking advantage
I nose when around others. in music and the cinematog
of that, and having an opin
Class is a polite "hello" or raphy of movies.
Qass isn't for the 'upper ion. Qass is about being
smile when walking by
class'
or simply about table polite and listening with an
I others.
Guys nowadays listen to manners. Class is buying open mind to the opinions
Ija Rule and think they're someone lunch, a 24-pack of others, no matter how
I gangstas, and think having or a sack, taking care of the foolish.
Class is respecting your
I a "who can go the longest people that take care of you.
without blinking and look Class is flowers, breakfast self but not being afraid of
ing hard"-contest is the in bed, or a simple "thank making a fool out of your
self for a chuckle.
way to behave when they you."
Class is forgiveness.
Class is being kind, help
walk by another dude.
Qass is respecting others' ing someone who can use a Class is love.
Class is serving your com
game. Hating on another hand, even though you your
munity. Class has died and
I dude or bad-mouthing him self have no hands.
Class isn't about how been replaced by greed. The
to his girl is scandalous.
| Class is acceptance, no much money you got, your "what can you do for me"
matter what the difference. ride or your bitch, even if attitude. Hey, help me now
Pissing on the gay pride it's a full-blooded German so I can succeed and forget
about you later. Class is be
flag 'cause you're a drunk Shepherd.
Class is a woman being ing human. The problem
[ dumb-ass is not class. BeI ing the loud obnoxious guy a woman and a man being with class is: being human
I who spills half his beer on a man, playing their roles, is pretty much whacked in
j my new Air Force Ones whatever they may be. The this day and age.
Being human is about
'cause he can't control his' expression "that's a classy
"dead presidents" and all
alkie is not class. Hooking girl" barely exists.
Class about is putting a of the dead presidents in
up with me 'cause you're
drunk and horny (I got the woman on pedestal until the world can't buy class.
I magic stick, boo ya kasha), they choose to get off with
then expecting a phone call their actions. Qass is being
[other then a booty call is worthy to be on a pedestal

Hopefully
posit.ve teeh
mg will continue to diffuse.
No matter the case, a posi
tive action or word here and
there is certainly better than
a negative one. I feel a little
twinge every time someone
acts discourteously and a
door slams in my face. Negativity
a person demands, Pass the
salt."
However, it is only through
careful self-observation that I
have even realized that I am
not including positive habits
in my everyday life.
The reason for the discrep
ancy is clear. Perhaps it is not
simple human nature to add

5?JS£«

they are all doing the same
thing.
Our society has forgot
ten the words "please" and
"thank you."
Somehow
those
along with
those words,
words, along
other forms of seemingly
obsolete common courtesy,
have passed out of daily vo
cabulary.
"Please," "thank you," and
other forms of common cour
tesy are steadily disappear
ing, but are more valuable
than our society realizes.
Holding open a door for
someone, allowing others the
walking
handrail on stairs, waucing

unaware.
However, when hiking
in Yosemite recently, I was
struck by the enormous
amount of courtesy that fel
low hikers were showing
each other Not only did they
y„r hello,
other.^
Y 8
. . .
..
and step aside to allow room
for others on the trail, but
they would sing out words
of encouragement, prompt
ing people up the hill.
Perhaps it was the envi
ronment, perhaps it was the
nature of the people who
were out in the wilderness
that day. No matter what the
^^
people be-

^"^"MllC; ^ved i. was wonderful and
the right of way. These are
all simple things but would
you say that, today, they are
all that common?
Does it matter if_ people
use "please" and "thank
you?" Are they just a few
little words stuck on the
end of sentences to make
us appear
appear to be
oe polite
pome or
friendly? Should we give up
the fayade, and forget them
entirely?
Absolutely not

t "GGGvill only continue if we consciously choose
to make it a priority. I am
working minute-by-minute
to improve the way 1 treat
those around me. I ask only
this of others: listen to what
you say to others, notice
how they ask things of you.
«
^mething be done
Co^ some
g
^
^sltive? Why
degree m
p ^

Those ""'X^eTJee age others to do it? Today,
simple words make a large
and years from
difference.
^ b lad that we
Doesn't it start your day
those few words
off right when someone aiant ltL
holds the door for you on slip away.

li
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By Angela Richards
Environmental Columnist
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Congo faces animal extinction

These shocking events rifle. With so much violence local animals!!!
"take back" program, wheisf
|they take back all recharge I
have lead to the introduction accumulating around this
able batteries in order tr
of "ecoguards," who look for area because of chaotic poli
:My>. Eeo Advice
defend our environment
poachers, inspectyehides on tics, the last thing the Congo
I his is the only program
the road to make sure there is needs is more attacks.
Recycle your batteries!!
On top of all thg^politi.- no meat being exported, and
But there are some posi 1 his is a tip that most people dealing with the toxic waste
cal trouble going on in the even scan along rivers.
tive results coming from the do not pay any attention to, problem.
Congo, these people are fac
Their mission is to slow ecoguard system. In 1999, but is desperately needed.
However, tfeerc has bee
ing a new type of issue; the down this consumption of there were thousands of wire
little
success. In 2003, the
loss of native animal spe bushmeat, which is the name snares in the area, captur The average Ameri<3ttK|ises RBRC reported that :
cies, With high levels of un given to the flesh of wild ing too many animals; there five cordless products in collected
four^MBWioii
their daily life; the number
employment and poverty,
were numerous carcasses left was only thrglin 1999.
pounds of batteries. C- l
many Congolese residents
Although the ecoguard behind, providing no use.
As most of you know, though the number souncl
are increasing their hunting group sounds like a posi By 2001, ecoguards could
impressive, this is the sap
in order to provide protein tive solution to those living no longer find any of these batteries are full of toxic amount the RBRC repor bee
chenMHphat provide our
to their families.
outside the Congo, it means snares.
environment with massive collecting in 1997.
However, the results are disaster for the hunters who
So the ruling on the amounts of waste. It is pre
So help this program ant
tragic; the Congo Basin kills depend on the sale Of bush- ecoguards is still up in the
our
environment out by
dicted by 2005 cell phone
and consumes one million meat for survival.
air. They have made some batteries alone will account fighting against toxic wash
tons of animal protein per
Earlier this year, during progress, but they have still
recyde those batteries!
for 32,500 tons of waste.
year. To give you a picture, one of their raids, an eco caused some violence.
The Rechargeable Bat
that would be the equiva guard killed a suspected
One tiling is for sure; the tery Recycling Corporation
lent of four million cattle.
poacher with the butt of his Congo needs to save their
(RBRC) has an industry wide

Continual construction

On going budding projects annoy otudento
Shelly Brink

in fact, agitated me, to the ber of these projects, park
point of writing this article. ing spaces are even fewer.
For the past two months, I Where, then, are the students
When I set foot on campus have been inconvenienced by to park?
two options arise. Option
in August, I was surprised these construction projects.
to see so much construction They have not only been an one: buy a parking pass and
taking place. Going from incredible eyesore, but have park in the student parking.
a small private high school also made it difficult to travel Option two: search Kensing
with minimal construction around campus. In addition, ton Drive for a spot by the
Education or Classroom
to a university with a
However,
buildings.
number of active con
44
both
of
these
solutions
struction projects, was
these unfinished
are extremely inconve
new to me. Yet I was
projects are
nient due to their con
not bothered by it, and
continuing to
siderable distance from
accepted it as the new
norm.
lurk in my mind.^ the dorms.
Finally, these con
I assumed that it
struction projects are far
would not be a hin
.
.
.
t o o l e n g thv.
t h y . Eac
E a c h d a y
drance to me in any
way. In addition, I looked at some locations, thecampus j pass by a number of conl
at it in a positive light; the *s nf linger a place to travel struction sites, which appear
school's campus would be freely, but rather a roadblock to be in the same conditfon as
impeding passage
my previous visit. So, what's
improving.
After getting past the pre taking so long?
However, my perspec
Is there a lack of hired
tives on the entirety of the viously mentioned discom
situation at hand have done forts, I encountered the prob labor? Are Pacific's funds
lems concerning parking.
rapidly diminishing? Who
a "360."
Those
who
live
in
the
knows?
No longer do I ignore the
dorms
on
campus
are
well
All I know is that these un
present construction, but am
aware
of
the
limited
parking
finished
projects are continu
fully aware of it at all times of
spaces
available
for
students.
ing to lurk in my mind.
the day. This awareness has
Nevertheless, with a numStaff Writer

TELEMARKETERS from Page 6

mission and the Fed era
customers; others want do Communications Com IT nations for a cause. It's like sion are on the right tracthese people never sleep, Americans don't want to be
and they're constantly bothered.
The "Do Not Call Us:
watching each household.
Telemarketers
know should be respected.
I'm tired of getting calls
when we're sleeping and
k n o w
d u r i n g
w h e n
dinner
we're
"Telemarketers even or
awake.
ceL
know when we're my
T h e y
p h o n e
sleeping and know and in the
s t a l k
our ev
when we're awake. m i d d l e
ery teleof doing
p h o n e They stalk our every importar:
telephone move^t h o m e move.
N o
work. MY
m a t parents
ter what these despicable
shouldn
humans are vying for, one fear answering the phone
and we
thing is for sure-it's really when it rings,
annoying. The companies shouldn't have to "me?paying
telemarketers around" with a telemarket
should be ashamed of them er's head just to make the
selves.
situation lively,
If s time to put a stop to
Hanging up shouldn't
this nonsense.
have to be the only option
But a court of appeals for shutting down tele
wants to take away the right marketers, and memberfor the average American to of my household shouldn't
go through a family dinner be subjected to warlike
without being disturbed. It tactics to avoid answering.
will take away from jobs, Enough is enough; it's time
the telemarketers cry. But to disconnect these phone I
the Federal Trade Com- salespeople.
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Brubeck institute back from D.C.

By Michael O'Daniei

Brubeck Interm Director
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Distribution of The Pacifican is par
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The Brubeck Institute Jazz Sextet
is back on campus after two trium
phant appearances last week at the
Library of Congress in Washington,
D.C.
On Tuesday, Sept. 30, the Sextet,
along with Institute Artistic Direc
tor and bassist, Christian McBride
and Institute Executive Director, J.B.
Dyas, presented the first workshop
and clinic in the 77-year history of
the Library's music presentations.
This event, hosted by Dave
Brubeck, drew an overflowing
audience to the 500-seat Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge auditorium, and
was presented by the Library in
association with the Levine School
of Music in Washington, which
provided two student-combos for
the program.
The program consisted of both
performances and lecture-demon
strations on jazz. It also demon
strated how songs are structured,
how musicians improvise, the role
of each instrument, and how the
musicians interact with each other.

BRUBECK MEN-

UOP.edu

Members of the Brubeck Institute meet Bill Cosby after a show.

The evening ended with a perfor
mance of "These Foolish Things" by
Messrs, Brubeck, and McBride, which
brought the audience to its feet.
On Wednesday, Oct. 1, the Brubeck
Institute Jazz Sextet and the Dave
Brubeck Quartet together, opened the
Library's 2003-04 concert series.
The Sextet was joined during its set
by McBride in a performance of his
tune, "In the Shade of the Cedar Tree,"
and by Brubeck in a performance of
his classic, "In Your Own Sweet Way."
Following a set by the Dave Brubeck
Quartet, the Sextet, McBride, and two
DC-area students from the Institute's

2003 Summer Jazz Colony; tenor
saxophonist, Tommy Gardner ,and
bassist, Rashaan Carter, joined the
Brubeck Quartet in jam sessions of "I
Got Rhythm" and "Take the Atrain,"
which prompted wild applause from
another packed house.
Sen. Lamar Alexander, U.S. So
licitor General, Ted Olsen, (a Pacific
alumnus), and Pulitzer Prize-win
ning journalist, Hedrick Smith were
among the many celebrities in theaudience.
Prior to their two concerts at the

See BRUBECK Rage 14

Thursdays a little mysterious
By Tora Cuslidae

Staff Writer

On Thursday nights, the
main lecture room in Olson
Hall takes on an out-of-thisworld feeling. The usually
technical Physics Department
becomes a movie theater, com
plete with laughs, jokes, and
snack foods.
There's also a little mystery
in the air.
Since Sept. 11, Assistant Pro
fessor of Physics, Jason Harlow,
and Assistant Professor of Eng
lish Eric Sonstroem, have been
showing the series "Mystery
Science Theater 3000" for stu
dents looking for an alternative
escape from the typical weeknight.
Harlow said the purpose of
"Mystery Science Thursdays"
is to get students together for a
fun gathering.
Mystery Science Theater is fun- mACK(. of
K-„„
ny, but the movies themselves are movies feohJrej in Myslery Scienee Thealre
not comedies," Harlow said of the
.
.
horrible Hollywood flicks. "The
professors mimic the characters
tbe legendary shows. The
idea is to make fun of them "
sh
ws
bei
Fun is a major understatement
° ' rn§ shown in chronologifor exactly what happens. Students
order, feature series creator Joel

Hodgson and his robotic friends
Tom Servo and Crow. Joel, who
has been shot up to space by a
couple evil bosses, mocks utterly
bad Hollywood movies.
"It's been pretty good. People
have liked it," Sonstroem said.
"The trend is more and more
people."
Flyers were posted around the
Physics Department and Son
stroem has announcements in his
classes as promotion.
The first week, only six stu
dents showed up; in consecutive
showings the number has risen to
over 20. The Sept. 25 showing of
"The Sidehackers," brought in 23
students of various majors.
Freshman, Fred Stewart is a fan
of the series, and watched it be
fore the Sci-Fi Channel canceled
the program. He said seeing the
movie on the big screen is defi
nitely a worthwhile experience.
™ 8reat' *s
'°A°
slde
t£ ? ! , "; „ T o! T ,
Though, he didn t attend the first
week's film, he plans on making the
Thursday night showings a regular
. ,VCTI-DV „ „
bCG /ViYbltKY «<3gG 2.

DO YOU SMELL WHAT THE ROCK IS COOKIN?- The
Rock comes out with another film, The Rundown, where he delivers
a solid performance along side Sean William Scott of American Pie.

all know that only bad can
come. Upon arrival, the son
Movie Critic
resists arrest, then after reluc
The Rundown is the lat tantly joining forces they run
est explosion-filled summer into an exploiting but always
action movie to come out lovable coal miner played by
of Hollywood. It features Christopher Walken. The real
WWF (ahem, excuse me, hijinx begins with our two
WWE) superstar The Rock, actors running away from
the obligatory "heartthrob" thugs, fighting monkeys, all
Sean William Scott (American while protecting a coveted
Pie), the lovely Rosario Daw artifact.
This is as far as I am go
son (MIB II), my personal
ing
to go into plot, but it is a
favorite Christopher Walken
fairly
straightforward buddy
(every movie ever), and a
action
adventure, placing
rather surprising cameo by
Sean
William
Scott as The
Mr. "Total Recall" himself,
Rock's
comedic
foil. Sounds
Arnold Schwarzenegger.
like
typical
summer
drivel
The Rock plays a largerright?
I
must
admit,
walk
than-life bounty
hunter
ing
into
the
theatre
I
was
whose only dream in life
rather
dubious
of
how
good
is to settle down and open
a restaurant, but is pushed this movie was going to be,
into the obligatory cinematic after all, this from the direc
last job. In this case, it hap tor whose last major movie
pens to be the retrieval of the was the hilarious comic gem
reckless son (Sean William Corky Romano. As much it
Scott) of a shady but wealthy pains me to say this, Peter
businessman. This proposal Berg has actually redeemed
leads our hero deep into the himself by making an al
Brazilian jungles where we most perfect summer action
movie. The Rock delivers
Michael Vu

as an action hero that men
and the women alike can
both enjoy. He embodies the
"American badass" while
not being overly machismo
to the point that he is no lon
ger sexy (*ahem* Arnold.).
His charisma shines through
as never seen before in any of
his previous movies, and he
is charming enough that we
actually care what happens
to him. The same cannot be
said for Sean William Scott
however, whose character
should have been called Stiffler since he is playing the ex
act same role. Sadly enough,
since this is Hollywood and
he being the "stud muffin"
that he is, he will continue
to get work despite his lack
of
oh, what is it called...
oh yes, acting talent. Despite
what is dragged down by
his goofiness, the action is
still fairly well paced, and
surprisingly very creatively
done. The action scenes are
by no means conventional,
yet they are never boring
like some of this summer's
action movies (yes S.W.A.T,
I am looking at you).
On a side note, Arnold's
cameo in the movie struck
me as rather interesting. For
those of you that haven't
seen the movie yet, as The
Rock is entering a nightclub,
Arnold is seen leaving the
club telling The Rock "Have
fun," on his way out. Is this
Arnold's way passing the
torch of action hero to The
Rock? Or is it an attempt to
use his movie star status to
promote his run for gover
nor? Either way, his cameo
was a pleasant surprise for
action movie fans.
Ask me if this was a good
movie, and I will respond
with a resounding, "No."
Now ask me if this was an
entertaining movie, and I
will say, "Hell yes it was."
The Rundown is the perfect
summer action flick that ar
rived in the theatres three
months too late. Check your
brain at the door, sit back
and enjoy this action adven
ture, playing at a theatre near
you.

My Grade: B

Products or
opportunities,
You control your destiny
Megan 209.932.7476
or 831.588.0350
www.youravon.com/cathykane

831.345.2924

independent AVON sales repregpntatiuag

WANTED

75 people
we'll pay you
to lose weight
In the next 30 Days
Doctor recommended
100% natural/no drugs
call now
(310) 485-0172
(209) 932-3154
IHolida^Cinema^^^^^^^
6262 West Lane, Stockton, CA
(209) 955-5680
Kill Bill Vol.1 - R" No Passes"
On Two Screens
Fri-Sun: (11:05,1:30, 4:00, 5:00) 7:00, 7:
40, 9:30,10:10
Mon-Tues: (1:30, 4:00, 5:00) 7:00, 7:40,
9:30,10:10
Intolerable Cruelty - PG-13 "No
Passes"
Fri-Sun: (11:30,2:05,4:40) 7:25,10:05
Mon-Tues: (2:05,4:40) 7:25,10:05
Out of Time - PG-13 "No Passes"
Fri-Sun: (11:25,2:00,4:35) 7:20, 9:45
Mon-Tues: (2:00,4:35) 7:20,9:45
School of Rock - PG-13 "No Passes"
Fri-Sun: (11:10,1:45,4:25) 7:05, 9:35
Mon-Tues: (1:45,4:25) 7:05, 9:35
Rundown - PG-13
Fri-Sun: (10:55,1:25,4:15) 7:10, 9:40
Mon-Tues: (1:25,4:15) 7:10,9:40
Under the TuscanSun - PG-13
Fri-Sun: (11:00,1:35,4:20) 7:30,10:15
Mon-Tues: (1:40,4:20) 7:15,10:00
Underworld - R
Fri-Sun: (10:45,1:40,4:30) 7:30,10:15
Mon-Tues: (1:40,4:30) 7:30,10:15
Once Upon a Time in Mexico - R
Fri-Sun: (11:35,2:20)
Mon-Tues: (2:20)
r

Festival Cinemas
6436 Pacific Ave., Stockton, CA
FRI-TUES (10/10-10/14)
Lost In Translation-R NO PASSES
FRI-SAT: (11:15,1:35,4:00) 7:10, 9:30
SUN: (11:15,1:35,4:00) 7:10
MON-THURS: (2:20,4:40) 7:20
GOOD BOY-G- NO PASSES
FRI-SAT: (11:30,1:50,4:15) 7:00, 9:15
SUN: (11:30,1:50,4:15)7:00
MON-THURS: (2:30,4:50) 7:35

HOUSE OF THE DEAD-R- NO
PASSES
FRI-SAT: (11:45,2:10,4:20) 7:30, 9:50
SUN: (11:45,2:10,4:20) 7:30
MON-THURS: (2:40,5:00) 7:35
THE

FIGHTING TEMPTATIONSPG-13
FRI-SAT: (11:00,1:45,4:30) 7:15,10:00
SUN: (11:00,1:45,4:30) 7:15
c
MON-THURS: (2:00,4:45) 7:30

MYSTERY from
part of his semester, 3$
he has the time.
The movies start
p.m. and last until
11 p.m. Drinks are pr°\)
for fans who might t>e a
parched after latJ-ghiiij
hard.
One of the features of
ing the films in Olson 1,
the similarities between
"Mystery Science
the
3000" character's "Sals
of Love" and the lecture
Both Harlow and
stroem said the seat d>
makes the students ret.
they are really in the fee
with the trio. It's als
more fun to watch
crowd.
"It's nice to watch i11
group of like-minded ye
who are laughing," Son
em said.
The DVDs are
pal
Sonstroem's personal
tion and are played
Physics Department old projector that le:
green blotch on the 1e:
of the screen. The
don't mind.
Senior, Valerie Seirr
attended every sho
the series began. The E
major said it's a way t
some fun with her
mates.
"They're hilarious. I:
ally good right before F
to start off the weelceric
humorous laughter a rible movies," Seimas There are plans tc
other movies further
the semester, which r
include "The Core" ar c
tack of the Killer Ton
Sonstroem said the
tery Science Theater :
episodes are a warm
when the attendees car.
cize the movies themsei
"It's just a way to re
Harlow said.
"Mystery Science T
days," presented
bv
Physics Department
the English Club, are
weekly-with the excer
of Oct. 9 and Nov. 27
will run until Dec. 11. S
begin at 9:30 p.m. in C
Hall 120 on South CanAdmission is free. For :
information contact
Harlow at jharlow@ucr
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Copying music

Avid closet countr
By Shelly R. Brink
Staff Writer

Pop, R&B, rap, alternative,
country; which is today's
fad? Surprisingly, none of
these.
Unusually, the upcoming
generation enjoys a diverse
group of music.
However, one such group
seems to be lurking in the
shadows.
You guessed it: country
listeners. I like to call these
listeners, "Closet Country
Fans."
Here are a few symptoms
apparent in "Closet Country
Fans:"
-When sharing their mu
sical interests they exclude
country from the list.
-When listening to country

in their dorm they keep the
volume at a minimal level.
-When driving, they turn
down/turn off their country
before rolling down the win
dow.
If you or anyone you know
identifies with the previ
ous scenarios, then you can
be sure they are suffering
from "Closet Country Fan
Syndrome." This being the
case, there are a number of
measures you can take to
overcome this illness.
-First, go to a concert fea
turing a country artist (Tim
McGraw, Kenny Chesney,
Faith Hill, etc.).
This will help build con
fidence and reignite that old
country flame.
-Next,
blast
country
through the halls of your

dorm.
This will bring your music
to others' attention, and help
you admit your interest in
country music.
If this measure doesn't
seem to be getting the job
done, blare your country
during quiet hours.
This should get someone's
attention for sure, if not your
RA's.
-Lastly, when conversation
arises, share your interest in
country music with others.
And, if you feel inclined to
do so, start using words like
"y'al." If this doesn't work,
nothing will.
"Closet Country Fan Syn
drome" is a serious problem
oday.
Nevertheless, we can
overcome it.

CPK opens in Stockton

Photograph By Kristen Hess
PIZZA! PIZZA!- (left to rightJPacific students, Jessica Chock, Roby n Aiello, Hiroko Yano and
Christina Ton enjoy the new flovors of California Pizza Kitchen.

By Matthew Kemper
Guest Writer

On March 27, 1985, at
torneys Rick Rosenfield and
Larry Flax, traded law for
the dining room when they
opened the first California
Pizza Kitchen in Beverly
Hills.
This month, CPK opened
in Stockton's Weberstown
Mall, bringing the city
unique combinations of
toppings that create an al
ternative to your typical pepperoni pizza.
The upscale menu fea
tures creative pizzas, pastas,
salads, desserts, and more.

California Pizza Kitchen also
offers a variety of California
and Italian wines, along
with imported and domestic
beers.
There are over 20 differ
ent pizzas to choose from,
all very unique. They offer
your traditional basic-top
ping pizzas as well as many
creative pizzas.
Grilled Garlic Shrimp,
Peking Duck, Carne Asada,
and Tostada are just a few of
CPK's innovative pizzas.
The most popular pizza
since 1985 is The Original
BBQ Chicken Pizza.
This pizza is topped with
barbecue sauce, smoked

Gouda
and
Mozzarella
cheeses, BBQ chicken, sliced
red onions, and cilantro.
"The BBQ Chicken Pizza
is really good. It is different
from your typical everyday
pizza,"senior, Darlene Gibbard said.
Another restaurant favor
ite is the Thai Chicken Pizza.
This pizza is topped with
pieces of chicken breast
marinated in a spicy peanutginger and sesame sauce,
Mozzarella cheese, green on
ions, bean sprouts, julienne
carrots, cilantro, and roasted
peanuts.

See PIZZA Page 14

distributing on average more
than 1,000 copyrighted music
Business Manager
files each," said Theo Emery
of The Seattle Post.
Kazaa, Napster, Livewire,
The music industry is
Direct Connect are some of
~ working on ways of stopthe Internet programs that
•
Internet file sharing in
are used to copy and share otfier ways.
music and other files with
They encode the music
one another.
with annoying buzzing so
With this advancement when one downloads the
in technology, some people music, it is ruined.
have discontinued buying
S o m e
CD's com- ff ,
of
the
pletely.
The Recording In- networks,
W h y
ch
as
dustry
Association of s"
spend the
'
Napster
m o n e y America has been on have been
when you the offensive against shut down,
can get it
though
for
free? song swappers. Last they plan
That may [month] the RIAA
on restart
be the at sued 261 people, in ing their
titude
of
business
many, but cluding a 12-year-old for a fee by
not every girl, in federal court the end of

By Kristin Stern

0nS, h

e,sfor allegedly distribut-^ar.
Some of
prefer buy ing on average more the
sites
ing the CD
are
still
than 1,000
for several
running,
copyrighted music and other
reasons.
One reason
files each.
^ similar
being that
—————
programs
you get opcontinue to pop up.
timal sound quality.
Though these Internet
the music industry
programs do have great ad- be abje to st0p fi]e sharing
vantages, people who prefer completely?
to hear a whole CD before
pqe sharing encourages
they buy it surely find these tbe music industry to make
programs helpful.
money in other ways.
Often, an artist will proThey are forced to have
duce several short, poor mQre concerts, print more
quality tracks, which could pOSters and other accessoleave a^ consumer
i™'"
—c,,™r feeling ries, and lower CD prices.
ripped off.
It is evident that the pop
This way we can judge stars and other artists are not
the quality of the music prior suffering in their ritzy life
to spending our money.
style from the loss of money
The music industry does from CD sales.
have
to
i L a v t legitimate objections
—j
YOU ado
o Inot
l U l hear
i i e c u many
many ^
You
of
these programs. The major j-hem complaining about it
ic? fVio
Hrnn in
in CD
PF)
. .-i
impact is
the drop
either.
sales.
While some artists like
People who are burning Metallica stand up against
CDs and sharing files are file sharing, "Other influen
breaking copyright laws. tial musicians and groups
This is in debate both legally like Moby, System of a
and ethically.
Down, Public Enemy, and
"The Recording Industry the Dead contend that the
Association of America has record industry's efforts are
been on the offensive against misguided and that it must
song swappers.
Last [month] WUiK
^»»
work with
Willi 11IC
the new technolthe RIAA sued 261 people,
instead of against it,
including a 12-year-old girl, gai(1 Neq gtrauss of The New
in federal court for allegedly York Times said.
"Pf
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Mass media dates
By Matthew Kemper and large cities.
in the 1970s as a way
Regular reception could for television watchers
Jaimi Corona-Flowers
Guest Writers

Cable Television
Cable Television, for
merly known as Commu
nity Antenna Television,
was born in the moun
tains of Pennsylvania in
the late 1940s.
There were just a few
stations that were located
in larger cities like Phila
delphia. Cable televi
sion came about because
reception was bad for
people who didn't live in

not pass through mountains, to videotape programs
which made reception al while they were away
from their television.
most impossible.
A big increase in
John Walson placed an
people
videotaping TV
antenna on top of a large
programs
in order to
utility pole where television
watch
them
at a later time
signals were received, and
became
80
percent
of the
transported over twin lead
population's
preference.
antenna wire down to his
The VCR was con
store.
sidered
to be a lot like a
Cable television was born
book,
allowing
viewers
in June of 1948.
to be active and engage
in what was going on
VCR introduced
around them.
The videocassette recorder
was introduced in America

t> o
o
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Library of Congress, the
Brubeck Institute Sextet and
Dyas presented clinics and
workshops at the Duke El
lington High School for the
Arts in D.C. and the Suitland
(MD) Performing Arts High
School.
They also had an oppor
tunity to explore the Library
of Congress vaults of manu
scripts, instruments, and rare
jazz films.
Members of the Brubeck
Institute Jazz Sextet include:
trumpet, Anthony Coleman
II, Sacramento, CA; alto sax
and clarinet, Mark Zaleski,
Worcester, MA; tenor sax
and clarinet, Scott McGinty,
Houston, TX; piano, Tobin
Chodos, Los Angeles, CA;
bassist, Joe Sanders, Milwau
kee, WI; and drummer, Justin
Brown, Oakland, CA, who
served as MC for the Sextet's
set on Wednesday evening's
concert.

Not only has Cal1 ^
Pizza
Kitchen fc>*~c
i
the city of Stockton. •£y j
twist on pizza, but InaS a]
opened jobs for the Sto^
Ct
community as well as *
sur
students. Don't be
^ 5i
to find someone yoti *<n°
from Pacific serving > 1 California Pizza Kitcln^1"1
"It is a good place to v h'
while going to school
hours work around na>' c'as
schedule and I ha
working there", said
Leilani Rivera.
California Pizza PC it:
offers Stockton sonnet
new when dining out.
The restaurant is
open and business is ±
ing.
"I've been to a coup»
southern California
was very good. I ar
cited to have one in Sto
now," said junior, Tia
banks.

The tied that bind id all

By Georgette Rodarakis
Lifestyles Editor

/ r

li.lt

m

t rfi

Ties have become a
unisex fashion ac
cessory. For men,
wearing a shirt and
tie shows your ma
ture, "profession
al" character and
can score you mad
points with the la
dies. As for us females, a tie can be worn in
the traditional sense around the rieck^tu
compliment an outfit, or around the waist
as a belt.
www.asliceoflifescarves.com

^

adaptation of Bob
osse's 1975

•Iffl TBI
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By Solly Nichols
Staff Writer
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carry. graduation flor
be something as litUe as
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Second Annual Tour^De Stockton Race
The Pacifican

Pacific and the City of
Stockton will host the second
annual Tour de Stockton, a
family-oriented
walk-run
and bicycle festival, on Oct.
18 beginning at 8 a.m. on the
University's campus.
Participants will travel
either East along the Calav
eras Bike Path, or West to the
Marina.
The event is being held to
bring the community, City,
and University together, as

well as to show how Stock
ton's bike paths are a practi
cal source of recreation and
transportation.
This day-long festival
celebrates bicycle fun and
safety.
The event will begin with
a fun walk-run that starts at
8 a.m., and the bicycling will
start at 9:45 a.m.
There will be a bike safety
obstacle course and a Kid's
Fun and Safety Zone with
face painting, games, and a
helmet giveaway.

Each participant in the be raffled off and given away ing the event.
walk, run, and bike will be during the festival. All sponFor more :infor
for
sors
will
be
recognized
durtact
Dr. Linda Lxf
eligible for a drawing
prizes donated from sponsors around Stockton.
Date: Oct. 18th
Families can also come to
the event and have child ID
kits made, which are being
Time: Walk-Run 8 a.m.
provided by Big Valley Ford
Bicycle 9:45 a.m.
and the Stockton Police de
partment.
The event coordinators are
Place: Pacific Campus East
looking for city businesses
and individuals to spon
Calaveras West to Marian
sor the event by donating
prizes and helmets that can

Field Hockey in NorPac

Men's water

;•>

Tigers loje in cloje match against Cat BearJ
the Tigers came out strong
with the first goal from fresh
Sports Editor
man, Marissa Atilano and an
Last weekend, the Pa assist from senior, Heather
cific Field Hockey team faced Kottmeier.
The Tigers dominated the
NorPac opponents, Stanford
game
with more shots on
and Cal Berkeley. Although
goal
and
more penalty cor
both games ended in losses,
ners
earned
than the Cardi
the field hockey team showed
nals,
but
that
effort was not
progress in their play.
enough.
Stanford
ended the
When the Tigers met up
game
outscoring
the
Tigers,
with the Stanford Cardinals,

By Krystine Onobonoan

Photograph compliments ot Pacific Athletics.

4-2.
This past Saturday, the Ti
gers once again met up with
a NorPac opponent, the Cal
Bears. The Bears were scored
on early in the game with the
Tigers finding the net first.
Sophomore, Dana Walsh,
last year's NorPac Rookie-ofthe-Year, scored an unassisted goal early in the first half,
But Cal's German exchange
student, Nora Fedderson,
wasn't about to let that
stop the Bears' assault, by
answering with two goals
of her own.
Then late in the second
half, freshman, Vianney
Campos, took on the duty
of tying the score up with
less than a minute left in
the game. That goal put
the game into overtime,
where both teams faced
each other in a 15-minute
seven-on-seven match
up.
The Bears took advan
tage of the additional
space on the field, and
nine minutes in scored
the game winning goal to
end the game 3-2 for Cal.
Freshman goalkeeper,
Kim Myers made her first
NorPac start with a .786
goal saving percentage
and 11 saves.
The Tigers will be back
in action this weekend in
St. Louis against NorPac
rival Southwest Missouri
State.

at„/ H

Photograph compliments

By Tanya Silva
Staff Writer

Pacifi

with two goals in th<
quarter, but the Hger?
not about to let this garr
away. Pacific rallied tc :
and answered in the s
quarter with two go
their own. The score
four to two at the hr
the Navy. The Tigers g
an a.

The Pacific Men's Waterpolo team spent the weekend
on the road at the NorCal
Tournament, where they
faced both 12th ranked Navy
and UC Santa Cruz.
The first
match-up of ••
the Tigers had set the*
the tourna
q u a
ment
was
a pace that the
outs
against the
UC Santa Cruz
ing
UC
Santa
Nav\
Cruz Banana could not keep up
to or
Slugs. The
with ending the
that
game started
game with
ter,
with the Ti
the J
a score of 13-9
gers ahead
t e
early on with
came
two
goals
in the first quarter to Santa too strong in the end.
Cruz's one goal. Pacific then took advantage of the
pulled further ahead scoring Tiger team and put
five more goals in the second goals in during the ;
quarter of the game. By half- quarter while the T
time the Tigers had set a pace could only manage to s:
that the UC Santa Cruz could one through.
The Tigers will be bar
not keep up with ending the
game with a score of 13-9. action this weekend as
Freshman, Goalkeeper Tom play a series of home gar
Markel had seven saves on starting off with Prir ;
the game and Senior Eddie on Saturday at noon,
a double header on Sir
Wisniewski had five goals.
The Tigers then met up with the Air Force at 9ar
with the men of the Navy. UC Davis at 2:30p.m.
Navy pulled out ahead first
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Serving Pacific for 95 Years

Pacific rugby wins

Men's basketball

Rugby

Guest Writer

wins
the first
for time in three years

•v.,-;
• J

Photograph compliments of Pacific campus rec.

By Chris Yogi
Guest Writer

It was a glorious day for
the Pacific Rugby Team
last Saturday, when Pacific
earned its first win against
the University of San Fran
cisco.
After three years
without a win, the Pacific
Rugby team topped USF 17-8
on Zuckerman Field. It was
redemption time! Fans were
treated to a hard fought con
test on Homecoming week
end, which made the victory
that much sweeter.
Pacific scored first when
hooker, Josh Kawahara,
called for a drive from a
set scrum minutes into the
game.
"It was an awesome feel
ing to win, however, we still
have a lot to work on," said
Kawahara.
Pacific
clearly
domi
nated the game. There were
many highlights and plays
throughout the game. Pacific
responded with a tremen
dous effort and drove USF
for 10 yards back across its

my game is too nice right
now."
The crafty Tom Cockle is
another
senior guard from
The outlook for the up
Lincoln,
Nebraska,
who was
coming season for the Pa
one
of
the
starting
guards
cific men's basketball team
for
the
2002-03
season.
Last
for the 2003-04 year is look
season
Cockle
averaged
6.2
ing better than ever Due
points
and
3.1
rebounds
a
to off-season workouts and
game.
Now
that
he
is
hap
preseason preparation, this
season should include a lot pily married, he feels that
of high-flying action and everything is in place to have
spectacular moves from both a wonderful season. His out
offensive and defensive side look on the season is that,
"being here for five years
of the ball.
Men's basketball has eight has enabled me to learn and
returning players with the grow as a basketball player
addition of two red shirt and a man, so this season
juniors; David Doubley and could be very promising."
The loss of one assistant
Tyler Newton. "After sitting
coach
has not set the Tigers
out a whole year just makes
back
by
any means, by pick
me hungrier to play and
ing
up
former
Pacific player
make my team better," Dou
Adam
Jacobson.
Jacobson
bley said. They also did some
played
on
the
97'
team
that
great recruiting over the past
received
a
bid
for
the
NCAA
year to give the Tiger's more
of a chance for a 20 game tournament after winning
winning season. They can the Big West Tournament.
Coach Bob Thomason will
do this with the help of three
be
entering his 17th year
junior college transfers Allen
as
head
coach of the Pacific
Purnell, Marko Mihalovic,
Tigers.
Along
with his trusty
Gullaume Yango, walk on
sidekick,
Ron
Verlin, who is
freshman Drew Pearson, and
now
in
his
10th
season as
a freshman Mike White.
assistant
coach
behind
Bob.
Myree Bowden, a 6'1 se
Not
forgetting
to
mention
nior guard from Bakersfield,
CA. will be one of the lead the help of second assistant
ers on the men's basketball Calvin Bird, a graduate from
team trying to do whatever the University of Villanova
it takes to get the Tiger's to and a former McDonald All
the next level. Last season, American. As you can see,
Myree averaged 8.1 points if the Tigers can put all the
and 4 rebounds a game. He pieces in the right place, it
is a high flyer with a 45-inch could be a promising season.
"vertical" and athleticism to
play just about any sport he
wants. Bowden's outlook
this season is to, "expect big
things to happen this season,
seeing that I'm a senior and

By Jeremiah Davis

own goal. Chris Flachmann, Jeff Geiman.
There were plenty emo
who played the lock posi
tional
responses seen on the
tion, dropped the ball in the
field
as
Pacific fought for its
end zone for a score.
win.
Later, Brian Glancy tore up
"This win was huge con
the sideline, escaping three
sidering
it was preseason.
consecutive USF attempts to
One
main
difference was that
stop him, and capped a huge
there
was
more
commitment,
50-yard run and scored a try.
which
made
the
team better,
USF responded with a
Pacific
Captain,
Andrew Tratry and conversion to make
pani
reflected.
the score 10-8. With minutes
According to Pacific team
members, Geiman was ec
**lt was a grueling static at practice and before
contest, but in the the game, which was obvi
an omen for a positive
end Pacific stayed ously
outcome. It was a grueling
on top.
y y contest, but in the end Pacific
stayed on top.
Anyone interested in play
ticking away on the gameclock, the Tigers put up one ing with the Pacific Rugby By Jebr Alfareh
more try after Dave Buckley team should contact Andrew S t a f f W r i t e r
drew defenders toward him Trapani at atrapl@aol.com.
Carolina at Indianapolis
Practices are held Mon
and made a last minute pass
The Colts are still undefeated
to Dan Schneider. Schneider days and Thursdays at 5pm
Come support the Pacific after beating Tampa Bay last
juked and jived into the end
Rugby team as they travel week 38-35 in an amazing
zone for the final try.
"Although the Tigers saw to Cal Maritime Nov. 7th in comeback win on Monday
night. Being down by 21
little of the ball due to penal Vallejo.
points with 4 minutes left, the
ties, when they were in pos
Colts had one of the greatest
session, they clearly made
comebacks ever to win in
the most of it," said Coach

NFL week six

overtime. The Panthers are
undefeated as well, but their
weak offense will finally do
them in. COLTS.
Houston at Tennessee
The Titans lost a close
game last week to the Pa
triots 38-30. Steve McNair
threw for almost 400 yards,
but it wasn't enough as the
Patriots scored on a intercepSee NFL Page 19
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Games leave soccefteam 1-1 in Big West
Vandals scoreless through
halftime, up until 28:28 re
Staff Writer
maining in the match when
44:
Findlay scored on
Two away games in the
Freshmen goalie aAmanda
penalty
kick. Freshmen
Midwest left the Tigers 1-1
Laura
Guerin
in
goalie,
Laura
Guerin in her
in the Big West Conference.
first
start
collected
five saves
her first start
Pacific won the first match
on
the
game.
against Idaho 2-1, and lost
collected five
Making a stop two days
the second against Utah
saves
on
later,
the Tigers fell to the
State 1-2 in overtime.
Utah
State Aggies, 2-1, in
the game. ^
The first couple of min
overtime.
Early in the game,
utes in the match resulted
junior,
Kim
Jones, scored the
in freshman, Jennifer Smi
was next from the Tigers to first goal on a header from
ley, scoring her first goal score with 16:14 remaining
of the season leaving the in the half. Pacific kept the the corner set up by fresh
me iinn. i
men, Sadye
saaye Reish.
txeisn. Pacific
i dLmi_
Tigers ahead of the Vandals,
1-0. Junior, Maggie Barsotti

By Mercv Au-Yeuna

n

•

ul

held onto the lead into halftime, but the game was tied
by the Aggies nine minutes
into the second half.
Four minutes into the sec
ond half, Utah State netted
another goal to ensure the
win. With the loss, the Tigers
move to 2-8-1 on the season
and 1-1 in the Big West Con
ference.
Pacific will host Long
Beach State on Friday, Oct.
10 at the Amos Alonzo Stagg
Stadium.

Photograph compliments of Pacific

A day in the life of a cross-country athlete
Bv Franziska Frev

^

Guest Writer
Cross Country is a tough
sport. I gave up counting
how times I have said this.
I have to admit though that
more people are aware of
our team now than ever be
fore. Nevertheless, people,
especially other athletes,
are always try to argue that
running is easy, involves no
skills, and is no big deal. So,
to show you all how difficult
it is to run cross country, I
will describe a tvpicai day

!•

in season.
Every Monday morning at
7 a.m we do weight lifting in
the Athletic Center.
By 8 a.m., right after lift
ing, practice begins with a 20
minute warm-up run. Either
we run on the levy towards
1-5, or on the streets of Stock
ton (our least favorite: Pacific
to Plarding to Pershing).
Sometimes this turns out
to be an "Indian run," where
we run single file and the
last person has to sprint to
the front. After warming- up

and stretching, taro
we VioaH
head rwpr
over
to the stadium where we run
hills. Since it's pretty flat
here, we need to run around
the stadium to get hill experi
ence. At the same time, it is
also a speed work-out, which
means that we have to run
fast and consistently. One lap
around the stadium should
be under 2:15 minutes, and
we should meet this time
everv time for at least 5 laps.
Other times we mix it up and
run only half a lap or just
uphill or just downhill, or

r\ combination
rAml^inafinn of
nf hnfh
All
both. All
of them have to be fast. The
slower we run the more we
have to do.
mw&m
•

We 3X0
are fin.clllv
finally done ar
CJ 9 a.m. Our next practice
2 p.m., where we rur.
Marina, about seven

•
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Cross Country
By Mercv Au-Yeuna

•K i

Staff Writer
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The path you choose today
c a n l e ti 4 to t o m o r r o w ' s s u c c e s s .
S t a t e

C o t»: pa i* s a t i o r t I n s u r a n c e

If you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the postgraduation job market, then toss your hat in with State Fund.
State Fund, the leading workers'compensation insurance carrier
in California, Is interested in graduates seeking opportunity and ^
stability. We offer a wide range of positions throughput California,
plus an environment that will fester your continued growth.
At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits, professional training
to expand your horizons, and many advancement possibilities.
team how you can join us by visiting www.scSf.com or by contacting
Human Resources at 415-565-1722- Then launch your career with
State Fund and rise to new heights.
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The tenth-ranked Cross
Country team finished eighth
out of eleven teams at the San
Francisco State Invitational
this past weekend.
Leading the Tigers was
freshman, Jessica Daley,
who placed 28th individu
ally with a time of 24:11:1 in
the 6k run. Junior, Marissa
Taylor, a member of the Big
West Champion Pacific Swim
team, and freshman, Jill Himlan, rounded out Pacific's top
three.
The Mills Invitational in
Oakland, CA is the next stop
on the Tiger's list, which
starts at 2 p.m. Friday, Oct.
10.
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Pacific Ti
28th place Jessie
24:11.1
46th place Jill Hii
25:06.3
48th place Marissa
25:15.0
60th place Franziska i
26:28.0
73rd place Kiyomi
29:06.0
79th place Louise
31:13.3
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conversion for the tie. The
Bucs had huge lead on Mon- I
, return to win the game, day night, but fell asleep as
jston had the week off. the Colts came back and won
it. Jon Gruden is not a happy
ANS.
man after that performance.
iami at Jacksonville
he Dolphins were able Look for them to bounce
>eat the Giants last week back. BUCCANEERS.
Buffalo at N.Y. Jets
rout a big game from RB
The Bills have not looked
cy Williams. This shows
they can exploit defenses good since week two. Last
week they needed overtime
a gang up on the run. The
lars got their first win last to beat the Bengals, their first
ek, with Byron Leftwich win since week two. But the
ing the first great game of Jets look even worse, and are
one of only two teams with
career. DOLPHINS.
out a win. BUFFALO.
)akland at Cleveland
San Francisco at Seattle
re Raiders were stunned,
The
49ers were able to beat
.-as the rest of the football
•Id, when they lost to the the Lions last week, which
ly Chicago Bears last isn't saying much. They still
k. Oh, how the mighty have problems with their
; fallen. The Raiders' defense. Seattle saw their
- wins this year have unbeaten record vanish as
e against the Bengals and they were beaten handily
Ihargers, a combined 1-9. by the Packers in Green Bay.
Couch looked good for Seattle needs to find more
Browns, and might win ways to get the ball to Koren
Robinson and Shaun Alexan
starting job. BROWNS,
impa Bay at Washington der, their best playmakers.
ihington lost a close game SEAHAWKS.
re Eagles 27-25 after they
Id not convert a 2 point
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ying vol
leyball as a sophomore ir
high school. My brother's
girlfriend invited me
try-out for the team.
if
'fie Athletic*

; McHugh

n's Volleyball
Head Coach
College Attended: Uniprsity of the Pacific
Previous Coaching Extrience". 17th year as
coach, 1989-1995
Jstant coach, 1996-2000
Issociate Head Coach

I What infli
into cooc
T

u,nn+cr
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quote?
*Work like
need the money, I
you've never been
dance like you do
nobody's watching."
Where is the
place to eat in
ton?
At my house when
husband is cooking,

If you weren't
ing what would you \
j «„ a
doing?
Volunteering
where where m
would make a
or teaching.

Friday, October 17th
and women's basketball teams for an
evening full of fun and excitement as the Tigers get ready to start
the 2003-04 season! There will be chances to win some great
prizes including: $1,000 in prize money, books for a year,
Sacramento Kings tickets - plus a lot more!

First 500 Pacific students will
receive a FREE t-shirt and food!
Spanos Center Starting at 11 p.m.

WWW.I
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Women's basketba
championship games with
out a win, the Lady Tigers
intend to prove that the third
time is indeed; a charm.
This season's roster is
quite extensive at 17 with
nine being new faces, each
with a winning attitude.
The Tigers already have in
credible players like Gillian
d'Hondt, Corinne Wong,
and Nancy Dinges, as well
as other returnees. Although
those three continuously
shine, this year the Pacific
squad has seventeen players
who each bring something
special to the table.
Junior, Tia Eubanks, a
transfer from Kansas City,
MO. expects a lot out of
the team this year. Eubanks
views her new teammates
as strong and hardworking.

By Hollev Murchison
Guest Writer

As collegiate basketball
teams across the country
prepare for their upcoming
seasons, Pacific women's
basketball does the same.
In exactly nine days, they
will hold their first official
practice.
Last year, the Tigers fin
ished 16-14 overall, 11-5 in
conference play, and 5-9 in
non-conference play. The Ti
gers also finished second in
the Big West conference, los
ing to rival UC Santa Barbara
in the conference champion
ship.
According to the Tigers,
this year will be much dif
ferent. After competing in
two consecutive conference

According to Eubanks, the
Division one level is nothing
like junior college competi
tion, "Everything is at a faster
pace here,"
Eubanks said. "It demands
more time, it's my job."
Senior, Corinne Wong
also looks forward to this
year. She is impressed with
the group Assistant Coach,
Donna Huhn brought in.
"We're ready to play and
win," Wong said. "We have
five people on the floor that
can score."
From a coach's perspective,
expectations also run high.
Assistant Coach, Roderick
Lee, who is in his first year at
Pacific said, "With everyone
applying themselves, we will
be conference champs."
Assistant Coach, Milena

for good
Flores, shares similar beliefs,
stating, "It's a special team
with great chemistry. It has
the feel of a team that can
take us to the next level."
One of the most impor
tant factors of a team that
is sometimes overlooked
is the recruiting process.
Huhn traveled nationwide,
viewing hundreds of games
to bring in this year's team.
This year's roster boasts
players from New York, Ha
waii, Alabama, Texas, and
Missouri.
Huhn is pleased with the
group she brought in. "If we
continue our chemistry, we'll
do great things," Huhn said.
"This year we have athletic,
skilled players that compli
ment Coach Jackson's up
tempo style of play."

Tigers sweep and Joines gets the

By Ryan Hundley

S t aiff'
ff Writer

As Saturday's match be
tween the 23rd ranked Tigers
and the Cal Poly Mustangs
came to an end, hardly a
signal fan made for the exit.
Instead, the crowd inside the
Spanos Center began chant
ing for Jennifer Joines who
became Pacific's career kill
leader.
Athletic Director Lynn
King presented Joines with
the game ball to commemo
rate her 1,854th kill as she
worked to 22 kills on the
night. Joines now has 1,869th

career kills and a chance to
become the first player in Big
West Conference history to
reach 2,000 kills.
Oh, and the rest of the team
didn't do too bad either.
The Tigers knew how to
play for the homecoming
game sweeping Cal Poly 3021, 30-20, 30-24. The sweep
of the Mustangs was in front
of a large orange and black
clad crowd which turned
out to be important aspect
of the game. "The crowd
was a huge factor, it was
homecoming so there were
a large number of students at
the game and I'm absolutely

Head CoacK
ex plained how »•
in being on to r
are mental
paredness, ari . ^
and team. JaCjK~i!1
his team connp,e^i
West championSIJ
son, and playirrgjftt
"With the i***"
talent, this is
a few years w~ri
will have to r a of play," Jaclcsoi
These young a
incredible 13
guarantee to L>eA
this year,
their first g«
header with - —
ball, on Nov. 5
Santa Cruz. W<
ly see then wl
team is reallv r_ _
m V

convinced that the crowd
was a big factor" says head
coach Jayne McHugh.
The team wasted no time
in the first game and quick
ly established a 13-2 lead.
The Mustangs never got
close during this first game
and the Tigers put it away
with Joines' record setting
kill. After a slower sec
ond game featuring a 10-2
Tiger run, Pacific and Cal
Poly entered a tight third
game which at its middle
was tied 16-16. The Tigers
then used a 7-1 scoring run
to create a lead they would
never give back. Along

Athlete o1 1t\ye Week
MpF'1
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Name: Tom Markel
Year: Freshman
Sport: Men's Waterpolo

This past weekend, Markel had
seven saves a<3 the goalkeeper in their win against
Santa Cruz.

Photograph compTimer

with Joines, Ashley Groothuis and Stevie Mussie were
in double digits in kills while
Hayley Anderson finished
with 46 assists.
Pacific was able to rebound
from several recent losses in
dramatic fashion because,
according to coach McHugh,
"We served very well and
received serves very well.
Also, our transition offense

was very effect:
The Tigers
8-5 overall arid
West and now t:
ford for an irr :
game. Coach I_v
believes that tt
help give the te
we keep getting
at home and k
like we did, th
give us a lot of n

